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VISUAL~TS 
B . Y Joel K. Soiseth 
HISTORY OF THE VISUAL ARTS DEPARTMENT 
by Joel K. Soiseth 
1884-1892 
On September 8, 1884, the University of North Dakota first opened its doors. 
Eleven students walked across the threshold that day to be met by the staff of 
four faculty, but by the end of that first year the number of enrolled students 
had increased to 79 . 
Four years later, in 1888, Fine Arts made its first appearance in the cur-
riculum , when Miss Margaret Boasberg joined the faculty as an instructor of 
Music and Drawing at a salary of $800 per year. The two hour course in 
Drawing was listed in the catalogue under the Normal Department and was 
described as freehand and perspective drawing . Drawing was taught almost 
entirely to Normal students, but was open as an optional course to College of 
Science students. 
The Student paper and the Drawing course started the same year, the 
Student's first issue being published in April, 1888. Most of the early activi-
ties of the art department, as it became to be known, were recorded in the 
pages of the Student. 
The beginning issues of the Student were of a serious nature, and almost 
exclusively devoted to classical, philosophical or Shakespearean subject matter . 
But occasionally humorous anecdotes of campus life were inserted . 
In November of 1888 the Student printed this item : 
"A new department of drawing and music is extremely popular among 
the students and much excellent work is done under the able manage-
ment of Miss Boas berg . The drawing class meets twice a week in the 
basement floor (of Old Main) . It numbers between 30-35. The main 
object of this training is not so much drawing as design, in a general 
sense, the work being so arranged as to draw out the faculties of the 
student. At present the students are much interested in clay-
modeling and freehand drawing . Many highly instructive & enter-
taining talks & lectures have been given by Miss Boasberg to this 
class." . 
Another art-oriented article written by sophomore M. Beatrice Johnstone on 
"The Refining Influence of Pictures" appeared in the February 1889 issue of the 
Student. Miss Johnstone later graduated in the class of 1891 and is regarded 
as one of the University's most illustrious alumnae . In her article she spoke of 
the effects of contemplating works by such artists as Raphael, Hunt, Dore 
Landseer , and Rosa Bonheur . She concluded that : 
"Art has made many advances, and not many houses are found 
without pictures. They are better for it, for they educate the eyes , 
appeal to the taste and refine the mind ." 
The school year of 1889-1890 saw the name of George B . Hodge added to faculty 
as Vice President of the Normal Department and instructor in Nonnal Branches, 
Vocal Music and Drawing . The next year Hodge was nained Principal of the 
Normal Department and Director of the Conser vatory of Music , and he ap-
parently continued to teach Drawing during his remaining three years at UNO, 
although his primary interest was music . 
By 1890 the Normal Department was beginning to expand , and greater emphasis 
was, being given to the training of teachers . An article in the Student at this 
time entitled "Some Thoughts on Teaching" concluded with the statement : 
"Woe betide us if we do not improve every opportunity in our power 
for the uplifting , physically , morally , and mentally of the lives of 
those entrusted to our care . " 
1892-1898 
During this period Mrs . Hannah E . Davis caine to the staff of the University, 
engaged as instructor in English Literature and Matron at Ladies ' Hall (later 
named Davis Hall in her honor) . Mrs . Davis had previously had two years of 
formal training at the University of Michigan , Ann Arbor and was considered an 
artist of some reputation . Although during her first few years at UNO she was 
not specifically listed as a Drawing instructor, there seems little doubt that she 
served somehow in that capacity . There was, at that time, no one on the staff 
nearly as qualified . 
The first time the course in Drawing was described in detail was in the Report 
of the President to the Board of Regents : 
"Pupils in the Preparatory and Normal Department commence work in 
this subject with the study of elementary principles of Freehand and 
Perspective Drawing . The topics considered embrace Geometric Plane 
Figures and their use in design ; drawing from solids and objects 
involving the various geometrical figures , casts with light , shade , 
shadow; theory of perspective ; working drawings ; elements of ortho-
graphic projection, etc . 11 
Mrs . Davis was a much loved and respected woman, and the Student refers to 
her as "ably filling the position of preceptress of Ladies' Hall and Instructor in 
Drawing, History and English Composition . 11 Her sudden and unexpected death 
in March of 1898 was a shock to both the students and faculty . Two years 
following his retirement former President Merrifield said of Mrs. Davis : 
"A woman of remarkable dignity and sweetness, a real scholar, a 
writer of unusual force and thoughtfulness , both in prose and verse , 
an artist of rare skill and ability, a woman of such strong character , 
lofty ideals and sweet womanly sympathy as it is the good fortune of 
few colleges to command." 
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1898-1903 
The first art exhibit at UND , as recorded by Dr . Geiger in his "History of the 
Northern Plains", was a collection of etchings from New York which Miss Emily 
K. Reynolds was able to procure . Miss Reynolds was here for only two years , 
from 1899 to 1901 , but she performed an outstanding service in arranging the 
art exhibit as well as inviting the townspeople to the parlor of Davis Hall to see 
it, and get acquainted with the university . 
The 1899 catalogue lists the position of Instructor in Calisthenics, Music, 
Drawing and Elocution , but lists no name. Possibly Miss Ethelyn F . Wilcox was 
hired too late to be included in the official listing . She is, however , on the 
faculty list the next year and remained at UND until the spring of 1903 . 
Fortunately for her, the last two years of her stay she was relieved of Music 
and Elocution and could devote her time exclusively to the teaching of Drawing 
and Physical Culture. 
The catalogue describes the course Miss Wilcox taught, Freehand Drawing and 
Brush Work, in these terms: 
"The purpose of the instruction in drawing is not to make artists, 
but rather to help the student to observe knowingly what he sees and 
to give artistic expression to his ideas and feelings . " 
Lite on Campus 
Rules printed in 1899 covering student conduct included the following prohibi-
tions : 
"A student known to use tobacco or liquor in any form will not be 
permitted to room in the buildings or to hold office in the military 
department." 
"The use of improper language (profanity, vulgarity, etc .) . will be 
deemed cause for 5 or more demerits. " 
"Boisterousness, loud talking in the halls and library and other 
breaches of good order are strictly forbidden ." 
"Card playing, promiscuous dancing and gambling are strictly for-
bidden." 
Dormitory students were allowed to go to town without permission only on 
certain weekdays, but could never be away from the grounds past 6 :00 p .m. 
Students could attend town entertainments on Monday and Saturday evenings 
only with the permission of the university president. 
In the same year, 1899, a plank sidewalk was installed from the University to 
town . Prior to this students and faculty generally followed the railroad tracks 
to town. Also in this year , the University purchased its first omnibus (called 
Black Maria) which made four regularly scheduled trips a day . In 1904 cheap 
and reliable public transportation first became available, trolley cars were 
installed in Grand Forks. 
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The cost of dormitory living for student of the time was 50¢ per week paid in 
advance. The rooms were heated and lighted and provided with all essential 
furniture, mattresses and pillows . The cost of board at this time was $2 . 75 a 
week, also paid in advance. 
1903-1911 
Mr . & Mrs. Burdette L. Main joined the faculty staff in 1903 . He was to teach 
Music and Elocution and she Freehand Drawing . Oddly enough their salaries 
were listed together as a unit, $1200 per year . Mr . Main was named to the 
faculty first, however, when the President discovered that Main's new wife was 
trained in art, he added her name to the staff roster as the art teacher . 
The senior class of 1904 made a gift to the University of a nine-foot-high statue 
of Winged Victory. For many years this statue stood at the head of the divided 
stairway in Woodworth Hall and then went with the Art Department when it 
moved to the Law Building . 
In the tall of 1905, Marian R. Field came to the campus as Instructor of 
Freehand Drawing. The 1906-07 catalogue describes her drawing class as being 
divided into three parts , depending upon what was studied : 
"fall term--geometrical models, fruit and useful objects, 
winter term--from casts , still life and from a life model , 
spring term--special attention will be paid to prairie grasses and 
flowers . " 
"Pencil, charcoal and watercolors will be used as mediums and a 
reading course will be carried on throughout the year , and the 
students made familiar with the world's master artists and the pro-
ductions on which their fame rests . " 
In the fall of 1908 Gola F . Baker was named Instructor of Music and Drawing, 
and under her auspices a new course was added to the Art curriculum : The 
Supervision of Drawing in Public Schools . 
The year 1910-11 was important, in that the catalogue specifically listed a Fine 
Arts Department, with Florence H . Osborne as Instructor in Drawing . Three 
courses were taught: Miss Osborne was in charge of Freehand Drawing ; 
Architectural Drawing was taught by Professor Becker from the Mechanical 
Drawing Department ; History of Art was taught by Professor Stearns of the 
History Department and Dr . Hult from the Greek Department. Music was also 
included under the Fine Arts program , with a course in Harmony given by Mr . 
Norton of the Music Department . 
1911-1919 
During this period Almira Jewett was on the staff of the University Art Depart-
ment. A number of changes which were to be of importance to the department 
and . to art students took place in these years. This was a time of expansion. 
Frank L. McVey, named President in 1910, focused attention on Art and the Art 
Department in 1911 by bringing to the campus a lecturer in the field of art , 
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Mr. Harrington Beard of Minneapolis . Mr. Beard presented two-lectures , "The 
World's Great Pictures" and "Mural Art in America". Both lectures were 
illustrated, and in addition, he brought a number of pictures which were placed 
on exhibit in the Teacher's College gymnasium. 
The following fall President McVey arranged with Mr . Beard to furnish the 
Teacher's College and his own office with a number of artworks. The President 
wished at that time to make the Teacher's College the real educational center of 
North Dakota . Also, during this period , and under Mr. Beard's supervision, 
the Teacher's College auditorium was decorated with six panels of Cantoria 
frieze, three on each side of the stage . 
Miss Jewett's teaching schedule in 1912 included three courses in Art and 
Design, beginning, advanced and continued: Art for Teachers, Applied Art & 
Theory and Practice for Teaching Art in Secondary Schools . Besides these, 
Professor Becker and Dr . Hult continued to teach their respective courses in 
Architectural Drawing and History of Art. This same year the name of the 
Teacher's College was changed to the School of Education, and several other 
changes were seen on campus . 
Main Hall was renamed Merrifield Hall, in honor of former President Merrifield 
who served UND for 18 years. The Teacher's College building now became 
Woodworth Hall in honor of Dr . Woodworth who held the position of Professor of 
Philosophy and History for 19 years. 
Also in 1912, Miss Jewett instituted an annual exhibit of student artwork in the 
Fine Arts Department . This exhibit was continued for many years. The 
following year the Department progressed further with the addition of another 
staff member . Miss Jewett was now assisted by Elsie Dahl (later Mrs . Harry E. 
South), and from this point on there was always at least two instructors in the 
Art & Design Department . 
Publicity concerning the Art Department was lacking during this period . 
However, in 1913, an announcement was made concerning the coming of Dr . 
Charles W. Harris, "celebrated traveller and speaker", to discuss a series of 
subjects relating to art . His 45 minute lectures were illustrated with the 
stereopticon . The lectures were entitled: 
Finding Beauty in a Picture 
The Message of Masters of Arts 
The Great Venetian Titian 
A Mediterranean Cruise 
Another article in the Student about this time concerned the Intercollegiate 
Association for self-government's unanimous vote to put the tango, the grape-
vine, the bunny-hug, the turkey-trot, and the grizzly-bear on the list of 
ostracized dances . The waltz, the two step, and the Boston Dip were 
acceptable. 
By the spring of 1915 the annual art exhibit of student work for the year was 
an established event . That year there were 500 pieces on display including 
graphic art, leather work, basketry and architectural drawings. The next year 
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other media were added: charcoal, pastel and crayon drawings, watercolors, oil 
painting and designs, weaving, paper cutting, stencilling, block printing and 
stick printing. 
During 1917 Miss Jewett arranged for an exhibit of the work of several 
Minneapolis "canvas artists" ; Mr. Tewett, Mr . Hewitt, Mr. Breck, Dr. Roberts, 
and Miss McMillan. Another first celebrated the same year was a Convocation 
on Art. The speaker for the occasion was Mrs. Ella Bond Johnston, one of the 
originators of the Art Association of Richmond, Indiana and a lecturer on art at 
the San Francisco Exposition . She spoke on "Art in Education 11 • 
In the last years of Miss Jewett's tenure at the University several new courses 
were added: History of Painting, Appreciation of Pictures and Art in the 
Home. 
1919-1928 
In 1919 Professor E . 0 . Christensen became head of the Art Department (the 
word Design was dropped from the catalogue in 1921) . He came to UND from 
Ohio State University where he had been instructor in Art for four years. His 
coming seemed to indicate an upsurge in activity in the art field . 
The student exhibit of 1919 included some new items , stencilling on table 
runners and pillow tops, and block printing on various other useful articles. 
In an article on the show the Student made this comment : 
"The exhibit, as a whole, is well worth a climb of three flights of 
stairs" . (At this time the Art & Design Department was on the top 
floor of Woodworth . Hall. ) 
The 1920 student art show was somewhat unusual. Besides the usual pen and 
ink sketches, watercolors, pencil and charcoal renditio~s common in f onner 
years, the Art for Teachers class presented a great outlay of practical design. 
A particularly novel feature of this project was a model of a typical North 
Dakota farmyard, with farmhouse, barn, garage and even a "flivver". 
From the outset of his career at UND, Professor Christensen planned to secure 
and present regular exhibitions of artworks, including reproductions and 
originals. The first exhibit he initiated was one of Japanese prints . His next 
exhibit displayed 140 mounts of work in design and color done by students in 
leading schools across the country . This particular show was called "The Four 
Arts" exhibit and was secured through the American Federation of Arts . 
The UND Design class also sent original designs for teaching color theory in 
primary grades to the editor of the School Arts Magazine . These submissions 
were accepted and appeared in a spring 1921 issue. 
Shor,tly thereafter followed another exhibition from the American Federation of 
Arts, concerning mural painting done by artist Allen T. True. Then came a 
showing of block prints by Helen Hyde, copier of old masters by Caroll 
Beckwith and 300 Japanese prints which were brought in for display and sale. 
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Professor Christensen was primarily an educator and writer rather than a 
working artist, and during his stay at UND he collaborated with Dr. Theodor 
Karwoski of the Psychology Department on a test in art appreciation. This test 
was a pioneer study in that field and attracted considerable attention . A 
preliminary report was published in 1925 . In May of 1926 Professor Christensen 
was selected as one of nine guests ot the Carnegie Corporation of New York to 
attend a meeting at Princeton of psychologists and art instructors . 
Professor Christensen spent the last two years of his tenure at the University 
on leave to attend Harvard Graduate School where he worked on an advanced 
degree . In 1929 he became assistant director of the Isabel Stewart Gardner 
Museum in Boston . During his career, Professor Christensen wrote a number 
of books; the Index of American Design, Early American Wood Carving, Early 
American Designs, Popular Art in the United States, and a Guide to Art 
Museums in the United States . 
In this period of 1919-1928 several new courses were also added to the art 
curriculum : 
Costume Design 
Lettering and Posters 
Advanced Drawing (from the figure) 
Crafts : Batik & Leather Work 
Crafts : Tie Dyeing and Gesso 
Blackboard Drawing 
Processes of Printmaking 
Elementary Art 
Appreciation of Art (architecture, sculpture and industry) 
Appreciation of Art (painting and graphic) 
During the two years, 1926-28 , while Professor Christensen was on leave, 
Ella C. Moen served as acting head of the Art Department. Miss Moen had 
joined the staff under Professor Christensen in 1924 and continued to teach in 
the department until 1928. She was assisted by Anita Landacre who had joined 
the staff in 1925 and also continued until 1928 . Both Miss Moen and Miss 
Landacre studied in Europe during the summer of 1926 . Miss Moen studied with 
the Barnes Foundation and Miss Landacre received a scholarship from the 
Bureau of University Travel. 
While Misses Moen and Landacre were in charge of the Art Department, in 1926 
a large puppet stage was built. The stage was designed by Miss Moen and 
became a part of the Art Department's equipment . One of the major projects 
involving the stage was the presentation of two shows, Dunsany's "Gods of the 
Mountain" and "St. George and the Dragon" . The former necessitated a · total of 
ten puppeteers· on the stage at one time, which was a very difficult undertaking 
requiring skillful execution . School children were invited to the Art Depart-
ment to see the productions and the practice of staging puppet shows was 
carried on tor some years by the students involved in the teacher-preparatory 
course . 
In 1927 two oil paintings done by Miss Moen were accepted by the prestigious 
Chicago Art Institute and included in their current exhibit. In its commentary 
on this honor, the Student remarked: 
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"In art circles, the acceptance of a work by this Institute is con-
sidered a mark of no little distinction. 11 
That same year of 1927 there was an additional innovation in the Art Depart-
ment called the Hobby Hour . Each Friday afternoon between 4: 00 and 5: 00, 
students, faculty, children, and Grand Forks townspeople were invited to come 
to the Art Department and work in any artistic media in which they were 
interested. As a choice of available areas they had painting, lettering, 
sketching, oil painting, modelling, book binding and making, designing for 
weaving, textile designing, basketry and etching. The entire staff was present 
to offer assistance. The Hobby Hour proved quite popular and was continued 
for a number of years. 
1928-1953 
From his native state of Indiana, Paul E . Barr came to UND in 1928 and served 
as Art Department head until his death in 1953 . As a contrast to Professor 
Christensen, Professor Barr was an active artist and creative performer, and 
his work was exhibited in museums, galleries and schools throughout the 
country. For five years in succession his paintings were included in juried 
national exhibits in New York City . One of his favorite locations to paint 
landscapes was the North Dakota Badlands, and he was the first artist to pain 
extensively in that region. 
North Dakota was a pioneer state by Eastern standards, and was considered 
lacking in artistic appreciation . Professor Barr encouraged a great many 
students to paint and arranged for many of them to have their first showings in 
the Art .Department. He brought exhibits from all over the nation for the 
enjoyment of University and townspeople alike. Professor Barr was also 
involved in bringing together the heads of various state Art Departments to 
work and plan together for mutual advancement . He arranged exhibitions of 
their work and promoted and sent exhibits of Grand Forks' artists' work to 
them . 
Overall Professor Barr's most important service to the University and state was 
his ability to promote, stimulate and encourage an interest in art on all levels . 
He was a major initiator of American Art Week in the state , and for nine years 
served as its state chairman . During that time North Dakota received two 
national awards and the names of several state artists were added to the Honor 
Roll of the American Artists Professional League. Professor Barr received this 
citation in 1947 and Miss Snelgrove in 1950. 
Because he was an artist himself, and had a wide acquaintance with artists in 
other states, Professor Barr was able to increase the number and quality of the 
Art Department exhibitions. He arranged for the showing of artworks by such 
nationally known people as Birger Sandzen, Olaf Moller , Gustave Baumann, 
Clare L . Parker, Levon West, Walter Louderback, Walter Buckingham Swan, 
Wanda Gag, Constant Van deWall and Glenn Cooper Henshaw . As a native of 
Indiana , Professor Barr was able to procure the Hoosier Salon exhibits for the 
University and for four years, from 1929 through 1933, these works were 
shown . Lack of funding necessitated discontinuation of the exhibit. 
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These art shows contained up to 65 large framed oils done by the most famous 
Hoosier artists of the period. The exhibits generated considerable interest 
among the friends of the University and drew unprecendented crowds to see the 
displays and hear Professor Barr's gallery talks. 
Miss Isabel P . Snelgrove, another practicing artist, came to the University from 
Michigan in 1930 to serve as Instructor in Art , and remained until her retire-
ment in 1956. Her specialties were watercolor and design and in 1935 she 
authoried a college text, "The Practice and Application of Design . " At the time 
of the Century of Progress she created a hundred abstract color designs from 
that Exposition which were shown in many midwestern states . 
Many di!f erent subjects appealed to Miss Snelgrove such as portraits, still-lite, 
flowers and landscapes and she painted and exhibited widely . She was also an 
accomplished etcher and did fine pencil renderings. During her stay she 
taught all the watercolor and design classes in the Art Department. 
Cartoons created by University art students were included in the Student paper 
as early as 1913, although their appearance was infrequent during these early 
years . Marion Wilder, a UND art student, drew a number in the early 1920's. 
Towards the end of that period, Ernest V. Wenner , also an art student, began 
to carve cartoons out of linoleum blocks for reproduction in the paper. It is 
thought that Mr. Wenner was the first in the nation to introduce this method of 
linoleum block printing as a technique for reproduction of cartoons and illustra-
tions in printing collegiate newspapers . He worked on the Student as staff 
artist for five years and his cartoons were referred to as "the campus mirror of 
campus history". Mr . Wenner was to later become head of Engineering Drawing 
Department at UND. 
In the 40' s a very gifted artist, Louis J. Haahr of Grand Forks took over the 
duties as staff artist on the paper . His cartoons were so dynamic and popular 
that when he was killed in action on Mindaneo, PI in 1945, the Student again 
printed many of his cartoons as a memorial. Haahr's work appeared in the 
Student even as late as 1949, but by the 50's the paper was depending on 
syndicated cartoonists . 
Professor Barr and Eugene Myers coauthored a textbook for colleges and 
universities in 1938 called "Creative Lettering". Mr. Myers was a UND student 
who received his masters degree here and then went on to head the Art 
Department at Mayville State Teachers College . Later in his career he served 
as Dean of the Corcoran School of Art and was a docent at the Metropolitan Art 
Museum . His accomplishments in art were numerous and his devotion to the 
field has been life-long . 
There were a few changes in the art curriculum during Professor Barr's tenure 
at UND. Applied Design was added, Poster Making was eliminated, and the 
Theory and Practice of Teaching Art became Special Methods of Teaching Art. 
An additional significant advance came in 1936 when for the first time graduate 
work was established in the Department. Three seminars were concurrently 
developed: 
Legends and Symbols of Christian Art 
Graphic Art 
Oriental Art 
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Professor Barr had, for many years, been keenly aware of the need for recog-
nition of North Dakota's artists . Shortly after coming to the state he had 
begun collecting data and pictures for a book and continued his research 
throughout his lifetime. He did not complete the work , but following his death 
the material he compiled was printed posthumously in a booklet entitled "North 
Dakota Artists". The work contains short sketches of 47 North Dakota artists, 
along with reproductions of their respective work. 
Miss Snelgrove was named Acting Head of the Art Department after the death of 
Professor Barr, and Stanley O . Johnson, who had been a graduate assistant in 
the department was named instructor. The two of them carried on the de-
partment's functions until a new chairman was chosen. 
1954-1963 
In 1955 the Art Department again changed its residence on campus , moving to 
the third floor of the newly completed College of Education building . The Art 
Department was still a part of the College of Education at that time . 
Stanley 0 . Johnson , a native of Crookston, had completed his undergraduate 
degree in 1953 and while working on his MS degree, assisted acting Department 
Head Snelgrove as full-time instructor. Before finishing his masters degree in 
1955 he also studied scupture at the Illinois Institute of Technology (which was 
the large Bauhaus Design school in the United States) . 
In the fall of 1956 the position of Art Department Chairman was filled by Mr . 
Robert A. Nelson who had , for the three previous years, been teaching at the 
University of Manitoba in Winnipeg. Mr . Nelson was a graduate of the Chicago 
Art Institute where he had received a Masters in Art Education . 
The Department at this time occupied only one-half of the Education Building's 
third floor (three large rooms) and with the expansion in programs and increase 
in art majors the space limitations were keenly felt . Even at this early date 
Nelson wrote of long range plans for a future building devoted to the Art 
Department . Nevertheless , activity in the Education Building continued to 
increase. Design and lettering continued to be emphasized, while painting and 
drawing also became strong areas of concentration . Several new courses on 
both the undergraduate and graduate level were proposed and added . 
Mr . Nelson, during this period, also established the innovation of sketching 
from the nude model in the Figure Drawing classes . This change took place 
with remarkably little disturbance and since funds were at low levels in those 
years , students actually contributed their own money to hire models . Adult 
evening classes in painting were being held as well, and became a quite popular 
. feature. 
In 1956 Miss Snelgrove began a show which has continued as a tradition even to 
the present day, the North Dakota Print & Drawing Annual . The exhibition 
alternated annually between paintings and prints in its early years and Nelsori 
embellished the show during his stay . Eventually this exhibition became 
exclusively devoted to printmaking and drawing. 
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After Miss Snelgrove's retirement , Mr . Duane Baumgartner was hired and set 
about a complete reorganization of the Art History courses . He also selected a 
large group of slides to be used as visual aids in this class . In addition to 
other Department changes , printmaking began to play a more significant role in 
the curriculum during these years . Work in various intaglio techniques was 
receiving stronger emphasis and Robert Nelson received a Faculty Research 
Grant to do lithography . Nelson taught UND's first lithography classes at his 
home and eventually sold his press and litho stones to the Art Department. 
1964-1974 
During the early 60's it was becoming increasingly apparent that the expansion 
of Art Department activity was far exceeding the available space in the Educa-
tion Building. While Robert Nelson was on leave , studying under a Danforth 
Teachers Grant at NYU, Stanley Johnson, as Acting Chairman , initiated the 
Department's move to Oxford House (the four floored old Presidents House) in 
January of 1964. Both students and instructors assisted in the tasks o! moving 
and rennovation of the old structure . The fact that the Department was now 
housed completely in its own building contributed to an internal sense of 
identity and camaraderie previously lacking . 
Each staff member now had an individual office and the studio space for 
painting, printmaking and sculpture was dramatically increased . As a result 
activity in these areas gained new impetus , painting and all areas of print-
making were popular, while interest in Design as a discipline began to wane 
somewhat . Along with the studio areas, a wood shop with power tools was also 
introduced in this building . 
The Art Department became more active in arranging for visiting artists , guest 
lecturers, etc. during these years in addition to holding Saturday morning art 
classes for children. A greater emphasis was also placed on exhibitions and 
staff participation in shows , both regional and national, during this period was 
excellent. Gallery space at UND was provided ·by the Chester Fritz Library 
and then by the newly expanded Student Union . Other improvements included 
a greatly enlarged fine art slide collection ( the largest in the area) and the 
hiring of full-time staff art historian , Jacquelyn McElroy . 
In 1971 Robert Nelson resigned as Chairman and subsequently left to teach at 
Cleveland State University . He was very much an active artist during his 
years at UND . He participated in numerous exhibitions, lectured extensively, 
worked at the Tamarind workshop in lithography , designed and executed the 
huge mural at Chester Fritz Library and generally sought to further the arts in 
all his capacities . Nelson has since gone on to become a nationally recognized 
figure in printmaking and painting . 
Stanley Johnson took over as full-time Department Chairman in 1971 , the same 
year the Department left Oxford House and moved to Chandler Hall . In 
Chandler, which had formerly been occupied by the engineering Department, 
space was again significantly increased. Separate rooms and offices for all 
areas was now available and for the first time the Art Department received a 
secretary. During the stay in Chandler student enrollment was enhanced 
. somewhat both on undergraduate and graduate level. As a result of this 
greater demand, courses were expanded. In 1973 courses in commercial and 
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graphic arts were added to the curriculum yet painting and printmaking 
continued to be the areas of heaviest concentration . 
1971 proved to be an important pivotal year for the Art Department since it was 
at that time that the College of Fine Arts was established . The Art Department 
was no longer part of the College of Education . Coincidentally that same year 
the Bachelor of Fine Arts (BF A) degree was introduced at UNO . 
1974-1982 
In the fall of 1974 the Art Department made its final move to its permanent 
campus residence in the Hughes Fine Arts Center . The new structure, named 
after its benefactor Edmund A. Hughes , was financed from his property gift to 
the University, and was designed to house the Art Department and the Music 
Department. 
At this time a merger between the Art Department and the Ceramics Department 
(which had formerly been under Civil Engineering) was initiated by the Dean of 
Fine Arts , John H . Rogers . Rogers had joined the University staff in 1973, 
coming from the Atlanta College of Art where he had held the position of Dean 
and Chief Executive . Thus Ceramics would now be housed together with the 
Art Department, and the combined Departments would be named : Visual Arts . 
Both Stanley Johnson and Robert Nelson had a great deal of input into the 
design of the new fine arts center. The building was the fulfillment of a great 
many past plans, hopes and wishes . Classroom and studio space was vastly 
increased, offices for staff and graduate students were provided, a complete 
woodshop and metals area was installed and even a working foundry for metal 
casting was included. It was definitely the most complete fine arts facility in 
the entire region. 
With the move to the new structure the Visual Arts Department also received a 
new Chairman, Ronald H. Schaefer, who took over upon the resignation of 
Stanley Johnson . Mr. Schaefer was a graduate of the University of Wisconsin 
and came to UND originally in 1965 replacing David Brown· as printmaking 
instructor . Mr. Schaefer , like his departmental predecessors , is an active, 
working artist. 
Many changes and expansive developments were to occur rapidly in the new 
Hughes Fine Arts Center . There was a conscious movement to recruit more 
graduate students for the department which was greatly enhanced by the 
proposal and subsequent introduction of MF A accreditation in 1977. The first 
UNO graduating MF A candidates in 1978 were Margaret Tettero and Linda Shaw . 
Also in 1978, the Visual Arts Department received accreditation from the 
National Association of Schools of Art & Design (NASAD) . 
Graphic Arts was dropped from the curriculum in the fall of 1978 and was 
replaced by a very active Fiber Arts program initially started under Ms . Robin 
Muller . An additional area specializing in the creation and design of jewelry 
and small sculpture was also developed at this time under Mrs . Ellen Auyong 
and has since rapidly grown. 1978 saw the reintroduction of lithography 'When 
Frank Kelley returned from developmental leave at Florida State University 
.where he had studied the process . Eventually part of the printmaking area was 
converted for lithography and a new press was purchased . 
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Another early dream of department members was realized in 1979 when the 
graphic design area was remodeled and converted into an art gallery . Now the 
Visual Arts Department had its own exhibition area for the use of staff, 
graduate students and visiting artists. The visiting artists program had, 
incidentally, been significantly augmented by the efforts of Dean John Rogers 
to secure a National Endowment for Arts grant in 1974. An annual Student 
Exhibition initially started in the early 70's with funds raised by former 
University President George Starcher also again became a traditional depart-
mental event . 
Staff activity underwent a number of transitions, as well, during the first 
years in the new Hughes Fine Arts Center. The number of Graduate Teaching 
Assistants positions and their participation in course offerings increased sub-
stantially. In addition , the Department was able to hire a Lab Technician, who 
in turn created an operational workstudy program to assist in various depart-
ment functions. 
In recent years the Visual Arts Department has maintained a high level of 
involvement in community , state and university activities. The faculty and 
graduate students continue to be well represented in numerous regional, 
national and international exhibitions and in 1979 the Visual Arts Department , 
as a whole, received a University Award for Outstanding Research. The 
Department continues as an integral and productive contributor to the overall 
success and reputation of the University of North Dakota as it celebrates its 
centennial anniversary . 
Grateful acknowledgement must be made to all staff, past and present, who 
assisted my efforts in preparation of this history . A very special sense of 
gratitude is expressed to Mrs. Margaret Libby Barr for her invaluable con-
tribution concerning the Department's early years. 
Joel K . Soiseth 
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LOCATIONS OF THE ART DEPARTMENT 
The various homes of the Art Department since its beginning in 1888 are a 
study in contrasts. There was originally only one classroom building, 
Merrifield Hall , or Old Main, as it came to be called . All teaching was done 
somewhere on its four floors. 
The Teachers College building (Woodworth Hall) was built in 1910 and the Art 
Department was transferred to its third floor . When the Law building was 
completed in 1924, the Department was again moved and again located on its 
third floor . In 1955 the College of Education was ready for occupancy and the 
Art Department moved again, to its third floor . Nine years later, 1964, it was 
relocated in the former President's Residence , called Oxford House . There it 
remained until 1971 when it took up larger quarters in Chandler Hall, formerly 
an engineering facility . Now, the last move, 1974, brings the newly-created 
Department of Visual Arts to its home in the Hughes Fine Arts Center . The 
building is named after the late UNO benefactor, Edmund A . Hughes , North 
Dakota utilities pioneer. He willed the University property valued at more than 
three million dollars. The Fine Arts Center was financed with money acquired 
from that bequest. 
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PRIZES AND AWARDS 
The first time Art students were offered an opportunity to compete for a prize 
was when Mr. Joseph Bell DeRemer, a priminent architect in Grand Forks , 
offered $30 for first prize and $20 for second prize for excellence in Art . Any 
student above the rank of freshman was eligible, provided he had completed at 
least four credit hours in Art at the University. The De Remer prizes were 
first listed in the University catalogue in 1921 and continued until the death of 
the donor . 
For a few years a Delta Phi Delta prize in Art of $15 was offered annually to 
freshmen or sophomores enrolled in some Art course . The prize was awarded 
on the basis of creative work done by the student . 
In 1945 the Louis J. Haahr Memorial Prizes in Art were established by his 
parents . According to Professor Barr , Louis was one of the most gifted 
students ever enrolled in the Art Department. The first prize was for $50 and 
$20 for the second with the third prize an Honorable Mention . Special projects 
were submitted by the students for these prizes . 
The Paul E . Barr Memorial Award in Art was established by the family of 
Professor Barr in the amount of $50 annually . It was given for high scholar-
ship and promise in the teaching profession to a graduating senior, majoring in 
Art . The Award was given from 1956 through 1973 . 
The Fried.man Award was established by Lloyd and Ruth Fried.man , Minneapolis , 
MN . These cash awards of $500 and $300 are given to the two outstanding 
female art majors with junior status to provide financial assistance during their 
senior year . 
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DELTA PHI DELTA 
Kappa Chapter of Delta Phi Delta was established at the University in 1922, 
when Prof . Christensen was head of the Art Department . It was a National 
Honorary Art Fraternity for men and women students majoring or minoring in 
Art . Students were eligible for election in their junior and senior years 
providing they had maintained a high standard of scholarship in all their 
University work . The Fraternity played an active part in the work of the 
Department until the mid-fifties . 
The National organization worked closely with the local chapters, offering 
opportunities for chapters to submit art work in competition with other chapters 
and sending exhibits to them. 
Kappa Chapter took an active part in national affairs . Prof. Barr served a 
term as First Vice President, Julia Mattson of the Ceramics Department was 
National Treasurer while Ella Moen and Marion Wilder each served as National 
Corresponding Secretary . 
Kappa chose a special money-making project each year . Sometimes it was a big 
exhibit of Japanese prints or an Art Bazaar. Occasionally they would under-
take the designing and executing of the decorations for one of the University 
formal dances . Once they established a "Student Picture Loan Collection" for 
the benefit of the students . There were 38 pictures of enough variety to 
appeal to everyone, and they were loaned to students upon payment of a 
nominal deposit . 
Another undertaking was the designing and preparing the background and 
scenery for a two-act comic opera "La Serva Padrona" which was presented by 
the Wesley College Music Department and Orchesis . Miss Snelgrove researched 
the project and the Kappa members sketched and painted the background in 
eighteenth century rococo style . 
For the Christmas season of 1940 , members of Kappa painted a set of life-size 
cut-out figures of the Nativity Scene suitable for yard display . For many 
years these figures , suitably housed in a manger and well lighted, were on 
display at the Immanual Lutheran Church in Grand Forks, at Christmas . 
The most ambitious project Kappa undertook was to create a "Book of Indian 
Legends" . With the help of Dr . Libby of the History Department , they col-
lected, through the State Historical Society, a number of Indian stories. Each 
member illustrated one page of the booklet with a linoleum block cut . In the 
illustrations the artists made use of several Indian symbols, including the 
thunderbird, the symbols of mountains , rain, clouds , stars and the sun . The 
books were attractively bound and offered for sale . 
One. of the benefits that accrued to the University from this organization was 
the knitting of closer ties between town and gown . Patrons and Patronesses 
were selected among the townspeople interested in Art . They entertained the 
group on special occasions and lent their support and encouragement to the 
students. Among those named were : 
Mr. & Mrs . Joseph Bell DeRemer 
Mr . & Mrs . Max Kannowski 
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Mr . & Mrs. William Budge 
Dr . & Mrs . H. D . Benwell 
Mr . & Mrs . R . R. Harding 
Dr . Ruth Mahon 
Prof . & Mrs . C . C . Schmidt 
Mr. & Mrs . Elroy Bollinger 
Dean & Mrs . J. V . Breitwieser 
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WHENEVER POSSIBLE THESE LISTS HA VE BEEN MADE FROM THE PAYROLL 
RECORDS . HOWEVER , THE PAYROLL BOOK CONTAINING ALL RECORDS FROM 
1884-1916 WAS MISSING AND THE NAMES FOR THOSE YEARS HAD TO BE 
COMPILED FROM LESS ACCURATE SOURCES . 
1888-89 
1889-90 
1890-91 
1891-92 
1892-93 
1893-94 
1894-95 
1895-96 
1896-97 
1897-98 
1898-99 
1899-1900 
1900-01 
1901-02 
·1902-03 
1903-04 
1904-05 
Margaret Boasberr 
George B . Hodge 
George B . Hodge 
Mrs. Hannah E . Davis 
Mrs . Hannah E . D~vis 
Mrs . Hannah E . Davis 
Matron 
Mrs . Hannah E . Davis 
Mrs . Hannah E . Davis 
Mrs . Hannah E . Davis 
Ethelyn F . Wilcox 
Ethelyn F . Wilcox 
Ethelyn F . Wilcox 
Ethelyn F. Wilcox 
Ethelyn F. Wilcox 
Mrs . Edith M. Main 
Mrs . Edith M. Main 
-
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Instructor , Music & Drawing 
Vice President , Normal Department , 
and Instructor, Vocal Music & Drawing 
PrincipAf, Normal Department , and 
:Oil'eetor of Conservatory Music , 
lnatruetor in Drawing 
Principal , Normal Department, and 
Director of Conservatory Music , 
Instru~tQr ID Drawing 
In&truetor, English Literature & 
Matron 
In~tr-u~tor , nglish Literature & 
-Matron 
Instructor, English Literature & 
Instructor, Eng-liah Literature & 
Matron 
Instructor, English Literature , 
Drawing and Preceptress 
Instructor, English Literature , 
Drawing and Preceptress 
Mrs . Davis died in March of 1898 
Instructor , Music , Drawing , Physical 
Culture and Elocution 
Instructor , Music , Drawing , Calis-
thenics and Elocution 
Instructor, Drawing & Physical Culture 
Instructor, Drawing & Physical Culture 
Instructor, Drawing & Physical Culture 
Instructor, Freehand Drawing 
Instructor, Freehand Drawing 
1905-06 Marian R. Field Instructor, Freehand Drawing 
1906-07 Marian R. Field Instructor, Freehand Drawing 
1907-08 Marian R. Field Instructor , Freehand Drawing 
1908-09 Gola F . Baker Instructor, Music & Drawing 
1909-10 Gola F . Baker Instructor , Music & Drawing 
1910-11 Florence H. Osborne Instructor, Drawing 
1911-12 Almira Jewett Instructor, Drawing 
1912-13 Almira Jewett Instructor, Drawing 
1913-14 Almira Jewett Instructor, Drawing 
1914-15 Almira Jewett Instructor, Drawing 
Elsie Dahl Assistant 
1915-16 Almira Jewett Instructor, Drawing 
Elsie Dahl Assistant 
1917-18 Almira Jewett Instructor, Drawing 
Elsie Dahl Assistant 
1918-19 Almira Jewett Instructor, Drawing 
Elsie Dahl South Instructor 
1919-20 E . 0. Christensen Assistant Professor & Chairman 
Ida Mara Cravath Instructor 
1920-21 E . 0. Christensen Assistant Professor & Chairman 
Ida Mara Cravath Instructor 
1921-22 E. 0 . Christensen Assistant Professor & Chairman 
Ida Mara Cravath Instructor 
1922-23 E . 0 . Christensen Associate Professor & Chairman 
Agnes Broemel Instructor 
Ruby A. Johnston Assistant 
1923-24 E . 0 . Christensen Associate Professor & Chairman 
Rose Humphrey Instructor 
Margaret E. Marquardt Student Assistant 
Gertrude Hemsted Student Assistant 
1924-25 E. 0 . Christensen Associate Professor & Chairman 
Ella C. Moen Instructor 
Margaret E. Marquardt Student Assistant 
Elven Amundson Student Assistant 
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1925-26 
1926-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
E. 0 . Christensen 
Ella C. Moen 
Anita Landacre 
Elven Amundson 
E. 0 . Christensen 
Ella C. Moen 
Anita Landacre 
E. 0. Christensen 
Ella C . Moen 
Anita Landacre 
Lucina Keane 
Keith N . Rukke 
Paul E. Barr 
Ella C. Moen 
Lucina Keane 
Isabel Johnson 
Norma Thorn 
Paul E . Barr 
Lucina Keane 
Isabel Johnson 
Paul E. Barr 
Isabel P. Snelgrove 
Mary Stephens 
Edna Larson 
Paul E. Barr 
Isabel P. Snelgrove 
Edna Larson 
Paul E. Barr 
Isabel P. Snelgrove 
Ernest W. Wenner 
Paul E. Barr 
Isabel P. Snelgrove 
Lionel Monda 
Paul E. Barr 
Isabel P. Snelgrove 
Paul E. Barr 
Isabel P . Snelgrove 
Eugene E . Myers 
Paul E . Barr 
Isabel P. Snelgrove 
Eugene E . Myers 
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Associate Professor & Chairman 
Instructor 
Part-time Instructor 
Student Assistant 
Professor & Chairman (on leave) 
Instructor & Acting Chairman 
Instructor 
Professor & Chairman (on leave) 
Assistant Professor & Acting Chairman 
Instructor 
Graduate Assistant 
Student Assistant 
Assistant Professor & Acting Chairman 
Assistant Professor 
Instructor 
Student Assistant 
Student Assistant 
Assistant Professor & Chairman 
Instructor 
Graduate Assistant 
Assistant Professor & Chairman 
Instructor 
Graduate Assistant 
Student Assistant 
Assistant Professor & Chairman 
Instructor 
Student Assistant 
Assistant Professor & Chairman 
Instructor 
Student Assistant 
Assistant Professor & Chairman 
Instructor 
Student Assistant 
Associate Professor & Chairman 
Instructor 
Associate Professor & Chairman 
Instructor 
Student Assistant 
Associate Professor & Chairman 
Instructor 
Student Assistant 
1937-38 Paul E . Barr Associate Professor & Chairman 
Isabel P . Snelgrove Instructor 
Verl Clark Student Assistant 
1938-39 Paul E. Barr Associate Professor & Chairman 
Isabel P . Snelgrove Instructor 
Verl Clark Student Assistant 
1939-40 Paul E. Barr Associate Professor & Chairman 
Isabel P. Snelgrove Instructor 
Verl Clark Student Assistant 
1940-41 Paul E. Barr Associate Professor & Chairman 
Isabel P. Snelgrove Instructor 
Verl Clark Student Assistant 
1941-42 Paul E. Barr Associate Professor & Chairman 
Isabel P . Snelgrove Instructor 
Walter E. Jacobson Student Assistant 
1942-43 Paul E. Barr Associate Professor & Chairman 
Isabel P . Snelgrove Instructor 
Dorothy Thompson Student Assistant 
1943-44 Paul E. Barr Associate Professor & Chairman 
Isabel P . Snelgrove Instructor 
1944-45 Paul E. Barr Associate Professor & Chairman 
Isabel P. Snelgrove Instructor 
Delpha Duncan Student Assistant 
1945-46 Paul E. Barr Associate Professor & Chairman 
Isabel P . Snelgrove Instructor 
Delpha Duncan Student Assistant 
1946-47 Paul E . Barr Associate Professor & Chairman 
Isabel P . Snelgrove Instructor 
Delpha Duncan Student Assistant 
1947-48 Paul E . Barr Associate Professor & Chairman 
Isabel P. Snelgrove Instructor 
Delpha Duncan Student Assistant 
1948-49 Paul E. Barr Associate Professor & Chairman 
Isabel P . Snelgrove Instructor 
Harriet Legge Student Assistant 
1949-50 Paul E . Barr Professor & Chairman 
Isabel P . Snelgrove Instructor 
Magnus Braun Student Assistant 
1950-51 Paul E . Barr Professor & Chairman 
Isabel P . Snelgrove Instructor 
Magnus Braun Student Assistant 
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1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-54 
1954-55 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-60 
1960-61 
1961-62 
Paul E . Barr 
Isabel P . Snelgrove 
Richard Enger 
Paul E . Barr 
Isabel P . Snelgrove 
Zdenek Dvorak 
Paul E . Barr 
Isabel P . Snelgrove 
Stanley O. Johnson 
Martha Ann Barr 
Isabel P . Snelgrove 
Stanley 0 . Johnson 
Martha Ann Barr 
Isabel P . Snelgrove 
Stanley O. Johnson 
Maxine Emerson 
Elmer Soderberg 
Robert Dillabough 
Robert A . Nelson 
Isabel P. Snelgrove 
Stanley O. Johnson 
Robert A . Nelson 
Stanley 0 . Johnson 
Duane Baumgartner 
Robert A . Nelson 
Stanley Johnson 
Duane Baumgartner 
Ivan Eyre 
Carolyn Kranzler 
Robert A . Nelson 
Stanley Johnson 
David R . Brown 
Thomas C . Parish 
Robert A . Nelson 
Stanley Johnson 
David Brown 
Alva T . Sarvis 
Thomas Parish 
~obert A . Nelson 
Stanley Johnson 
David Brown 
Alva Sarvis 
Urve Balds 
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Professor & Chairman 
Instructor 
Student Assistant 
Professor & Chairman 
Instructor 
Student Assistant 
Professor & Chairman 
(died in December 1953) 
Assistant Professor & Acting Chairman 
Assistant 
Student Assistant 
Assistant Professor & Acting Chairman 
Instructor 
Student Assistant 
Assistant Professor & Acting Chairman 
Instructor 
Student Assistant 
Student Assistant 
Student Assistant 
Assistant Professor & Chairman 
Assistant Professor 
Instructor 
Assistant Professor & Chairman 
Assistant Professor 
Instructor 
Assistant Professor & Chairman 
Assistant Professor 
Instructor 
Graduate Assistant 
Student Assistant 
Assistant Professor & Chairman 
Assistant Professor 
Instructor 
Graduate Assistant 
Associate Professor & Chairman 
Assistant Professor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Graduate Assistant 
Associate Professor & Chairman 
Assistant Professor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Graduate Assistant 
1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
Robert A. Nelson 
Stanley Johnson 
David Brown 
Alva Sarvis 
Frank Kelley 
Douglas Kinsey 
Urve Bakis 
Robert A. Nelson 
Stanley Johnson 
David Brown 
Frank Kelley 
Douglas Kinsey 
John Sloup 
Robert A . Nelson 
Stanley Johnson 
David Brown 
Frank Kelley 
Douglas Kinsey 
Robert H. Williams 
Philip Mullens 
Marlene Morelock 
Robert A . Nelson 
Stanley Johnson 
Frank Kelley 
Douglas Kinsey 
Ronald Schaefer 
Thomas Donaldson 
Donald Grandbois 
Philip Mullens 
Robert A. Nelson 
Stanley Johnson 
Frank Kelley 
Douglas Kinsey 
Ronald Schaefer 
Thomas Donaldson 
William Landwehr 
James R . Weeks 
Robert A. Nelson 
Stanley Johnson 
Frank Kelley 
Ronald Schaefer 
Thomas Donaldson 
Thomas Steeger 
William C . Landwehr 
James Weeks 
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Associate Professor & Chairman (on 
leave) 
Assistant Professor & Acting Chairman 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Graduate Assistant 
Associate Professor & Chairman 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Graduate Assistant 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor & Acting Chairman 
Assistant Professor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Junior Graduate Assistant 
Graduate Assistant 
Associate Professor & Chairman 
Assistant Professor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Graduate Assistant 
Junior Graduate Assistant 
Associate Professor · & Chairman 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Graduate Assistant 
Graduate Assistant 
Associate Professor & Chairman 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Graduate Assistant 
Graduate Assistant 
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1968-69 Robert A . Nelson Associate Professor & Chairman 
Stanley Johnson Assistant Professor 
Frank Kelley Assistant Professor 
Ronald Schaefer Instructor 
Thomas S teeger Instructor 
Jacquelyn McElroy Instructor 
Robert Scott McBride Graduate Assistant 
Jackson Buxton Graduate Assistant 
1969-70 Robert A . Nelson Professor & Chairman 
Stanley 0 . Johnson Assistant Professor 
Frank Kelley Assistant Professor 
Ronald Schaefer Assistant Professor 
Jacquelyn McElroy Instructor 
Paul Fundingsland Instructor 
Jeffrey Freeman Graduate Assistant 
Robert Hromyak Graduate Assistant 
1970-71 Robert A . Nelson Professor & Chairman 
Stanley O. Johnson Assistant Professor 
Frank Kelley Assistant Professor 
Ronald Schaefer Assistant Professor 
Jacquelyn McElroy Instructor 
Paul Fundingsland Instructor 
Jeffrey Freeman Graduate Assistant 
James Hendrikx Graduate Assistant 
1971-72 Robert A. Nelson Professor 
Stanley O. Johnson Associate Professor & Chairman 
Frank Kelley Assistant Professor 
Ronald Schaefer Assistant Professor 
Jacquelyn McElroy Instructor 
Paul Fundingsland Instructor 
Jeffrey Freeman Graduate Assistant 
Maurice Olson Graduate Assistant 
James Hendrickx Graduate Assistant 
1972-73 Stanley 0. Johnson Associate Professor & Chairman 
Frank Kelley Associate Professor 
Ronald Schaefer Assistant Professor 
Jacquelyn McElroy Instructor 
Paul Fundingsland Instructor 
Jayne Branting Instructor 
James Hendrickx Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Gary Peterson Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Robert Dillabough Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Stephen Cockrille Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Ellen Auyong Instructor, Half-time 
1973-74 Stanley O . Johnson Associate Professor & Chairman 
Frank Kelley Associate Professor 
Ronald Schaefer Associate Professor 
Jacquelyn McElroy Assistant Professor 
Paul Fundingsland Instructor 
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Brian O . Paulsen Assistant Professor 
Gary Reynolds Instructor 
Ellen Auyong Instructor, Half-time 
Denise Lisiecki Graduate Teaching Assistant 
John Thompson Graduate Teaching Assistant 
William Lubitz Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Daniel Rydquist Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Linda Brown Graduate Teaching Assistant 
1975-76 Ellen Auyong Assistant Professor 
Paul Fundingsland Assistant Professor 
Stanley Johnson Associate Professor 
Frank Kelley Associate Professor 
Kathryn McCleery Instructor 
Jacquelyn McElroy Associate Professor 
Donald Miller Assistant Professor 
Brian Paulsen Assistant Professor 
Gary Reynolds Assistant Professor 
Ronald Schaefer Associate Professor & Chairman 
Sharon Davis Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Bruce Duller Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Steve Garner Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Erik Johanson Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Chris Langseth Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Robert Miller Graduate Teaching Assistant 
1976-77 Ellen Auyong Assistant Professor 
Paul Fundingsland Assistant Professor 
Stanley Johnson Associate Professor 
Frank Kelley Associate Professor 
Kathryn Mccleery Assistant Professor 
Jacquelyn McElroy Associate Professor 
Donald Miller Associate Professor 
Brian Paulsen Associate Professor 
Gary Reynolds Assistant Professor 
Ronald Schaefer Associate Professor & Chairman 
Sharon Davis Graduate Teaching Assistant I James Hansen Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Joann Hofelich Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Robert Matz Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Robert Miller Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Margaret Tettero Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Ed Walker Graduate Teaching Assistant 
1977-78 Ellen Auyong Assistant Professor 
Paul Fundingsland Assistant Professor 
Stanley Johnson Associate Professor 
Frank Kelley Associate Professor 
Kathryn McCleery Assistant Professor 
Jacquelyn McElroy Associate Professor 
Donald Miller Associate Professor 
Brian Paulsen Associate Professor 
Gary Reynolds Assistant Professor 
Ronald Schaefer Professor & Chairman 
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1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
James Hansen 
Joann Hot'.elich 
Treble Lysenko 
Robert Matz 
David Pence 
Margaret Tettero 
Ed Walker 
Ellen Auyong 
Paul Fundingsland 
Stanley Johnson 
Frank Kelley 
Kathryn Mccleery 
Jacquelyn McElroy 
Donald Miller 
Robin Muller 
Brian Paulsen 
Ronald Schaefer 
James Hansen 
William Lubitz 
David Madzo 
Gary Nupdal 
Roberta Paul 
Theresa Ray 
Edward Stine 
Melissa Walker 
Ed Walker 
Ellen Auyong 
Paul Fundingsland 
Stanley Johnson 
Carol Kelley 
Frank Kelley 
Kathryn Mccleery 
Jacquelyn McElroy 
Donald Miller 
Brian Paulsen 
Dianne Paulsen 
Ronald Schaefer 
Brian Gran 
Marguerite Knight 
David Madzo 
Gary Nupdal 
Kathleen O'Neel 
Roberta Paul 
Janice Peterson 
Edward Stine 
Kathryn Sandstead 
Ellen Auyong 
Paul Fundingsland 
Stanley Johnson 
Anita Kapaun 
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Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor 
Professor & Chairman 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor 
Associate Professor 
Lecturer (fibers) 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor, and 
Assistant Dean, College of Fine Arts 
Associate Professor 
Associate Professor 
Lecturer (fibers) 
Professor & Chairman 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assist~nt 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
1981-82 
1982-83 
Frank Kelley 
Kathryn McCleery 
Jacquelyn McElroy 
Donald Miller 
Brian Paulsen 
John Rogers 
Ronald Schaefer 
Margot Behsman 
Ernest Cialone 
Marguerite Knight 
Gary Nupdal 
Roberta Paul 
John Riek 
Karen Roderick 
Kathryn Sandstead 
Edward Stine 
C. Peter Trotter 
Ellen Auyong 
Paul Fundingsland 
Stanley Johnson 
Anita Kapaun 
Frank Kelley 
Kathryn McCleery 
Jacquelyn McElroy 
Donald Miller 
Brian Paulsen 
John Rogers 
Ronald Schaefer 
Margot Behsman 
Bill Blanchfill 
Ernest Cialone 
Mary Kulas 
Gary Nupdal 
Karen Roderick 
Kathryn Sandstead 
Joel Soiseth 
C . Peter Trotter 
Ellen Auyong 
Paul Fundingsland 
Stanley Johnson 
Anita Kapaun 
Frank Kelley 
Kathryn McCleery 
Jacquelyn McElroy 
Donald Miller 
Gary Nupdal 
Brian Paulsen 
John Rogers 
John Sansburn 
Ronald Schaefer 
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Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor, and 
Assistant Dean , College of Fine Arts 
Associate Professor 
Associate Professor 
Professor 
Professor & Chairman 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor 
Associate Professor 
Associate Professor 
Professor 
Professor & Chairman 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Lecturer (printmaking) 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Associate Professor 
Associate Professor 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor, and 
Assistant Dean , College of Fine Arts 
Associate Professor 
Lecturer (printmaking) 
Associate Professor 
Professor 
Lecturer (photography) 
Professor & Chairman 
' 
Bill Blanchfill Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Ernest Cialone Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Deborah Evans Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Patricia Frank Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Mary Kulas Graduate Teaching Assistant 
John Riek Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Karen Roderick Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Joel Soiseth Graduate Teaching Assistant 
.. 
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